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Editorial

Durincthe preparation of this twenty-sixth issue of Eureka (the first
under the present editorship) it has become increasingly clear that
the time for concealment is passed—the truth about Eureka must be
told.
The fact is that, like so many beautiful things, this issue of Eureka

is marred by a history of decadence and corruption. Theglittering
promise of his own namein print which led the editor to leave his
quiet seclusion for his present eminence; the promise of worldly gain
which was the real reason for the submission of 95 per cent of the
articles received, and all the offers to review books (why wasit that
the only book no one would reviewcost only 5s. 6d.?); the spirit of
rebellion which led the editor, having spent so muchof his degree
course attempting to learn physics and orthodox applied mathe-
matics, to include articles on applied mathematics if and only if
they dealt with applications not to be found in degree examination
questions; the lust for power which led the business and advertising
managers to take control of this vast organization—all these and
more havefigured in the sordidstory.

In order to atone for these misdeeds, however, we are planning
to produce some time next year a miscellany comprising the best
articles from past issues which will mark the twenty-fifth birthday
of Eureka. Meanwhile wetrust that, despite these revelations, our
readers will be entertained and even little enlightened by the
following few pages.

The Archimedeans

WE HAVE HAD an extremely varied and interesting year: lectures
on such diverse topics as Elementary Particle Physics, and Curves
and Knots, Gdédel’s Proof and Black Boxes; there have been
excursions to Harwell and visits to London theatres; thirteen pairs
racked their brains on fiendish problems in the Problems Drive;
there was a successful Punt Party, during the course of which the
President climbed a tree (and stuck there!) ; the Music Group drove
most ofits listeners away with performances of Modern Music; the
College Societies held their usual thirty evening meetings, the
popularity of which can be judged by the following extract from
a letter to the Society from a senior member whois just leaving
Cambridge: ‘“There are many aspects of Cambridge that I shall
miss, and oneofthese is the informal atmosphere of College Junior
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Parlours at evening talks for undergraduatesocieties.’’ We hope that
the coming year will be as successful and fruitful.
We hope to have, amongst our evening speakers Dr. M. J.

Lighthill, Professor H. Bondi, Professor D. B. Scott, Dr. S. Wylie,
Professor E. T. Davies, and Professor R. L. Goodstein. We will have
the now customary “‘Careers Meeting,”’ with speakers from Com-
puting, Industry , and the Inland Revenue. This year sees an
innovation in evening meetings in the shape of a joint meeting with
the local branch of the Mathematical Association. I hope that this
will be a successful meeting and that there will be more to come.
Our Tea meetings will be initiated by an ex-mathematician,
Professor Thurston Dart, who will talk on ‘‘Composers and Com-
puters’. We hope that a delegation from ‘“The Invariants’’, our
Oxford counterpart, will come to take part in the Problems Drive.
The Bookshopis to be reorganised, and I hope that more members
will make use of the unique offers madethere. A full programme of
visits is planned, but, at the time of going to press, there are no
final details. ‘The Mathematical Models, Computer, Music, Bridge
and Play-reading Groups, and the Puzzles and Games Ring will
function, as usual; for details, see the Society Card. There will be
various excursions, including one to the Gilbert and Sullivan Opera
in Cambridge, and also one to London, and there will be a Punt
Party to Grantchester, to which senior membersarealso invited.

I hope that some items, at least, of this programmeappealto our
members; if there are any objections, or suggestions, I would be only
too pleased to hear them. I can most easily be contacted through the
Suggestions Book, which is kept in the Arts School.

P. A. Rapo, Secretary.

A New Integral

In a recent examination for a General B.Sc. degree a candidate
wrote the following :

To prove: log x-+log y = log xy.

*dx  [? dy
log x+log = | <+{ =§ Sd oe ty

_ (2+ xdy
x=] x
y= 2

_ [x7 d(x)
pal Y

= log xy.
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Mathematical Economics

By Dr F. MARZANO

In ORDERto be able to understand what mathematical economicsis

one must know what economics is. Economics is generally agreed

to be one of the different social sciences. It is therefore a complex

of generalizations which try to explain inter-relationships among

those facts or phenomenaofthesocial life which are designated as

economicfacts. Economicfacts are those events and actions according

to which people wholive in a social community try to solve three

basic problems, given two basic assumptions explained below.

To begin with the latter, one of these assumptions postulates

‘“unlimited”* wants or needs of people which derive from their

condition as living entities, and are expressed in humanpreferences

and choices. As the second assumption ‘“‘limited’’ resources are

postulated out of which to satisfy human needs: limitedfirstly by

being available in fixed amounts in a certain period of time and

secondly by being used, given certain technologies, subject to the

workingof the law of diminishing returns. The three problems with

which economics is concerned are as follows: (i) how much to

produce; (ii) how to produce; (iii) to whom and how to distribute

the produceobtained. |

In order to answer these problems, economics has been presented

as the science which deals with the optimal allocation of resources.

Thesignificance of this is that—in the light of what has beensaid,

given people’s preferences, the supply of resources and techno-

logical possibilities—the generalizations of the economicscience are

able to work out a social system where: (i) as much as possible is

produced; (ii) it is produced at the minimum inputofresources(cost

of production) ; (iii) it is distributed to people according to their

‘‘marginal”’} contributions to the obtained production.

However what economists and social scientists have been increa-

singly realizing is that whatis true for the optimal allocation ofgiven

* This isa debated point. That human wants must be unlimited in order to

give rise to an ‘‘economic” problem derives from the fact that if they were

limited there would come a time whenthe available resources would be able to

satisfy people’s needs completely and therefore there would no longer be an
‘feconomic”’ problem.

+ This is a questionable point. The meaning of the adjective ‘‘marginal’’

in economics is, roughly, concerned with ‘‘a small increment of a certain

quantity which depends (functionally) on the (small) unit increment of another

quantity”. For instance the marginal contribution of labour to production is the

small increase in product which depends on the (small) unit increase in labour

employed.
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resources may also be true for the optimal increase of resources
through time.* The problem has become more and more how to
reach given targets of production at the end ofa certain period. But
in order to solve that problem onealso needs to decide how large a
proportion of resources should be used to produce moreresources.
As a consequence ofthis shift of emphasis the connected problems
of “Show to produce” and of ‘‘to whom and howtodistribute the
produce obtained’? have been seen in a different light and the
answer one gives largely depends on the meta-economic considera-
tions(i.e. value judgements) that economists are given from outside.

Given that economicsis a science, we realize that it needs its own
methodology. ‘The author realizes that a lot of people will be dis-
turbed by the use of such a word. However it does not mean
anything more thana set of rules of procedure according to which
we reach our “‘objective’’ conclusions in every field of human
knowledge. Economics is a social science which tries to reach
generalizations about the working of the mechanism of economic
life, and therefore it basically employs the inductive or empirical
method. Moreover, asit is in all sciences which are concerned with
facts, the deductive or logical method is also used in economics.
By meansof the latter method in fact, economists try to reach
general conclusions from the premises they have derived from the
observation of the economic facts through the use of the inductive
method.

It is here that mathematical economics comes in. The use of
mathematical symbols is a rigorous way of conducting the deductive
steps of the economists’ work. It is generally agreed that economists
could use words or any other set of symbols (say, a certain kind of
stenographic symbolism) in order to show the process of reaching
general conclusions about facts on the basis of certain adopted
premises. It is, however, usually pointed out that by means of
mathematical symbolism : (i) one can always achieve more rigorous
results, moreover with a smaller amountof paper and time; (ii) one
is sometimes able to prove what could not be proved by meansof
words.

The example of the first type of advantages usually given is the
rigorous proof of the neo-classical theory of distribution by Wick-
steed, Walras and Wicksell by means of the Euler’s theorem on
linear homogeneous functions as opposed to the ‘‘literary” proof
given, for instance, by J. B. Clark for the same theory. An example
of the second type of achievements is provided by the proof, by

* This point can be queried. What is meant is that some economists havefelt
that an optimalallocation of given limited resources would be a light task unless
combined with an optimal growth of the community’s resources.
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means of the theorems on maxima and minimaof functions subject
to constraints, that the maximization of profit by a firm is achieved
when its marginal (additional) cost is equal to its marginal (addi-
tional) revenue, due to Cournotas early as 1838.

All that has been said so far is really one of two approachesthat
economists follow in looking at mathematical economics. ‘To sum up
in a short sentence, this approach believes that mathematical
economics is a way of augmenting the power of reaching the
generalizations of economics, that is a way of proving general
economic conclusions by means of mathematical symbols.

Asfar as the second approachis concerned, economists whofollow
it believe that mathematical economics is a separate subject, a
subject of research complete and independentin itself. It may be
either a branch of economics or a branch of applied mathematics
according to the particular taste or education of different people.
The main point in this approach is that mathematical economics
develops its own language and technique, which is similar to that
used in every branch of applied mathematics, with the difference
that the drive for its developmentis given by the needs of economists
working in the field of economic theory. Examples of this approach
are furnished by Leontief’s method of inverting a matrix and Von
Neuman’s model of economic growth.

Generally speaking, in the development of economics there has
been a great variety of applications of branches and techniques of
mathematics to economic analysis. Cournot wasthe first economist
who extensively used the methods of calculus in presenting his
economic theories, which were mainly concerned with maximization
or minimization of chosen magnitudes given certain constraints.
At the end of last century Walras and Pareto worked out two
“‘models”’ of general economic equilibrium, where several systems
of simultaneous equations were used for finding the solutions of the
key unknownsofan economic system (e.g. prices). All through this
century the application of mathematical methods to economics has
been increased and refined bydifferent economists. ‘The use ofseveral
branchesofcalculus and of matrix algebra has been pursued both in
the economicsof ‘‘statics’’ and of ‘‘comparative statics’, which have
reached their most complete achievement in Samuelson’s Foundations
of Economic Analysis.

The development of economic dynamics on the one hand and of
econometrics on the other gives us examples of fields of economics
where the two above-mentioned approaches have beenincreasingly
followed. The application of differential and difference equationsfor
the first, and ofmethods of mathematical statistics for the second has
in fact been combined with original work in mathematical economics,
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as for instancein the case of the establishment and estimation of the
conditions of equilibrium for dynamic systems (the former in
theoretical and the latter in econometric works). Linear program-
ming, theory ofgames, closed-loop control theory, algebra of sets and
topology, inter-industrial relations analysis, dynamic and non-
linear programming, information theory, etc., are random examples
of recent and expanding directions followed by mathematical
economists.

Mathematical economics has been developing very rapidly
duringthe period after the second world war. This fast and important
development has been taking advantage of the great development of
different branches of applied mathematics, but it has increasingly
been producing its own original pieces of work. Economists are
divided about the approach whichit is better to follow andit is not
possible to make any prediction about which oneis going to become
more generally accepted. It is probable that both of them will
continue to grow and benefit from one another. I personally believe
that it is not useful to make a decision once and for all. Moreover,
from a pedagogical point of view I think that the old approach is

worth following for some years to come.

An Olde Fairy Theorem

ANON

Eucuup is well remembered for the mathematical achievements ofhis
life. His fame andhis theoremsspread throughthe land, and he had
success upon success. In the year 2001 B.c., he became Mathe-
matician Laureate, and soon afterwards was elected Honorary
President of the Theorem ofthe Month Club. Atone timehe had no
less than six theorems in the top ten! T.V. Commercials depicted
Euclid eating a bowl of cornflakes to start off the day well before
sitting down to write his after-breakfast lemma.

Soon the teenagers had ‘‘We dig Euclid’’ shirts, and his record
‘*Twist through 77/2”? where he was accompanied by Mobiusandhis
Band,sold 10" copies. The crowning glory was whena film was made
of one of his books, and Euclid himself took the leading role. This
story of Euclid’s went as follows:-
Once upon a time J’ (perfect tense of 3) a Swiss peasantcalled

William Tell, living in a mountain village in the land of Hilbert,
in Central Europe. Young William often went into the mountainsto
play his alpenhorn, which had been given to him by an old hermit.
Now this alpenhorn wasa little out of the ordinary, this possibly
being due to the fact that it was semi-infinite. This meant that
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although the wide end was in the village, the instrument stretched
awayinto the mountains (it being fortunate that this was the land of
Hilbert as it was just possible to embed the alpenhorn in the space
available).
One day William fell in love with a fair young maiden, and she

said she would marry him if he would play her a tune on his
alpenhorn. So William told her to wait, and he jumped on his light
inextensible bike with smooth wheels (also given to him by the
hermit), and rode off at the velocity of light to the other end of the
instrument. One tune and the maid would be his. He put the
mouthpiece to his lips and blew, but nothing happened. He blew
harder, but still nothing happened. He returnedto the village, and
found the maid weeping. He examinedthe alpenhorn and foundthat
the inside had gone rusty. All he had to do was to paint it and
everything would be all right.
He observed that the alphenorn was obtained by rotating the

curve y = l1/x, x > 1 about the axis (that is how they were
manufactured in those days), and so he concluded that the

CO

volume of paint required was | 27(1/x)dx = oo gallons, and as he
1

was poorthis sounded somewhat expensive for him. It then occurred
@)

to him that the volume of the alpehnorn was a(1/x)*dx = a

gallons, which he could afford. He thus painted the alpenhorn by
pouring in gallons of paint, tipping it up until the paint covered the
inner surface, then pouring away that which wasleft. His alpenhorn
then worked, and he married the fair maid and lived happily ever
after.
The reader maynotbelieve this story on the groundsthatit is not

generally known that Euclid knew about the Calculus, but he did,
and was so upsetat not receiving an Oscarforhis film that he swore
neverto tell anyone about it, and he stabbed himself. Such was the
great loss to mathematics, and the Calculus was notrediscoveredtill
Newton in the seventeenth century.

This work was supported in part by U.S.A.F. grant no. /os

Hmm...

I do not wish to reform thetripos, but to destroy it.—G. H. Hardy
(1926).

A topologist is a man who doesn’t know the difference between a
doughnut and a coffee cup.—J. L. Kelley, General Topology.
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Problems Drive 1963
Set By L. S. Harris AND Miss J. M. NoRTHOVER

A. When A was half B’s present age, B’s age was the square of A’s
age when B was born; the sum of their ages is a perfect

cube. How old are they both now ?

(Take (1 year)? = 1 year.)

B. A triangular prism consists of two triangles and three squares.
It is required to apply two coats of paint to such a prism, two
colours being available, subject to the usual condition that
each coat on each face must be entirely in one colour.

(a2) In how many ways can this be done?

(b) In how many wayscan this be done with the additional
condition that equal quantities of the two colours be used ?

Cc. Aman hasa bag with seven distinguishable balls in it. He takes
one out, looks at it, puts it back, and shakes the bag. He does
this seven times. Whatis the probability that

(a) he looks at each ball once

(b) exactly one ball never leaves the bag ?

(Answer in factors and factorials accepted; do not bother

to multiply it out)

D. In the accompanying drawing of a knot,
three crossings have ‘‘accidentally”’ been
smudged. How many distinct types of
knot might the figure represent ? Sketch
them all, including if it occurs the “‘un-
knotted” knot; mirror image forms are
not to be counted as distinct; at each
smudge the strings cross once, so that
neither of the following occurs: / /

AM
E. AB,CD are parallel chords of a circle. AE is drawn parallel

to BC, to meet the circle in E. DE meets AB at F. FG is
drawn parallel to BC to meet C’D at G. Prove that AG is
tangent to thecircle.

 

TO



F. In the accompanyingelectrical resistance network each edge
has a resistance of one ohm. Whatis the resistance from A to

B?

(Edges only meet at the heavy blobs.)

 

 

 

 

G. A uniform rough ball is rolling along a horizontal plane when
it comes to an abrupt edge perpendicularto its path. It falls
onto a lower rough horizontal plane. Find a necessary and
sufficient condition that when it has settled down to steady
motion again, it has the same momentumasit started with.

(Radius r, gravity g, coefficient of friction p, initial velocity
v, density e, and anythingelse you like)

 

H. Solve the following cross-numberpuzzle (in
the scale of ten), where x,y are integers.

AcRoss: 1. 9x? Y

3. 4x? Y

DOWN: 1. 4x?y
2. (3x-+y)?

 

 

     
J. Fillin the asterisks with digits other than three to make a correct

division sum in thescale of ten.
#3

BH)3H#3
ok 2k 2K

ok 2k 3K
ok 2k 2K

KS
KS

0

Il



K. A says, ‘‘B did it.” B says, ‘‘A is lying.”

C says, ‘‘I did not do it.” —_-D says, ‘‘A did it.”

(i) If only one statementis true, who did it ?

(ii) If only one statementis false, who did it?

(iii) In how manywaysis it possible for exactly two of the
statements to be true? In each case whodid it?

L. Give the next two terms in each ofthese series;

(i) 5, 8,12, 18, 24, 30, .-.

(ii) 1, 1, 4, 36, 576, ...

(iii) 2, 4, 8, 7, 5, 10, Il, ...

(iv) 1, 1, 3, 5, 11, 21, ...

An Unsolved Problem

The Editor has received a letter from Mr. Max Rumney in

which he proposes the following problem:

Find two numbers relatively prime to each other so that

o (N,) +o (Nz) =o (Ny + Nz)

where o (N) denotes the sum of all the different factors of N

including unity and

N

itself. So far three particular cases are

known, but perhaps your readers can give something nearer a

general solution.

Postal Subscriptions and Back Numbers

For the benefit of persons not resident in Cambridge we have a

postal subscription service. You mayenrolas a personal subscriber

and either pay for each issue on receipt or by advancing 10s. or

more, receive future issues as published at approximately 25 per

cent discount, with notification when credit has expired. ‘The rates

this year are :—

For those who pay on receipt 2s. 6d. (24d. postage)

For those who pay in advance 2s. (postfree)

Some copies of Eureka Nos. 19, 22 (2s. each) and 24, 25 (2s. 6d.

each)—are still available (postage 2}d. extra on each copy). Set

of four, 7s. 6d. post free. We would be glad to buy back any old

copies of Nos. 1 to 10, 12 and 14 whichare no longer required.

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to ‘“The

Business Manager, Eureka,’ and addressed to The Arts School,

Bene’t Street, Cambridge.
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Weighing the Evidence

By A. D. McLAREN

A FEW years ago Professor Lancelot Hogben wrote, ‘‘In short,
statistical theory is temporarily, at least, in the quicksands.”’ Here,
then, are some notes on how it got there. Rest assured, however,
that the victim has not yet been sucked under and remainsastoni-
shingly vigorous for one in such a plight. It is in no obituary spirit
that we offer these few lines on statistical inference.

Statistics as a whole should be distinguished from its purely
mathematical aspects, which belong, broadly speaking, to the theory
of probability. ‘The two subjects have different functions although
both treat the random variation which permeates the real world if
not always our abstract projections of it. Probability is a mature
axiomatic discipline and its role in statistical reasoning is simply
to analyse the random phenomena.Statistics is a body of methods
for eliminating as muchaspossible of the random variation and for
deciding what to think or do in face of the rest. It too is a
mathematical subject but its objectives are unusually diverse. They
are expressed in mathematical terms, but choosing between them
in any given situation always raises extra-mathematical questions.

Probability theory is a lighthouse in the stormy channel of
random variation. Without its lamp the crossing could never be
attempted. Statistics is the boat in which we mayreach the opposite
shore, if the current is not too strong; but first the course must be
set—each will present its own hazards to navigation. Now to study
our charts.

Physical measurements are never exact, as anyone who has ever
tried to do any practical surveying will realise. Although the errors
may be negligible numerically there is always a logical difficulty in
justifying a general law on the basis of inexact observations. Even
if such niceties are left to the philosophers, some theory of errors
seems to be necessary to guide practical conclusions in such ‘“‘exact”’
sciences as astronomy and geophysics.

In other fields randomness is embraced more wholeheartedly.
These are the theories of mass phenomena such asstatistical
mechanics, radioactive decay and turbulent flow. The state of the
individual molecule is not observable, nor indeedis it ofany interest,
and the whole theory can be developed in terms of mean quantities.
Probability theory shines very brightly in this direction, but
statistical inference is hardly necessary just because of the large-
scale nature of events. We can ford the torrent at these points.

13



Anotherscience with probability lawsis genetics. It is not a theory
of mass phenomenalike those just mentioned because single organ-
isms can be distinguished and maybe individually important. When
Mendel’s experiments demonstrated the discrete nature of inheri-
tance a hundred years ago the laws were purely random anddealt
in simple ratios such as 3:1. Later came the discovery of linkage
which showed that there must be complications. Eventually this
led to the identification of the chromosomes as the seat of inheri-
tance. Linkage and the 3:1 ratios are thus ‘‘explained,” although
of course a random element remains. The extent of the randomness
depends really on thecurrent state of knowledge. There seems in
principle to be no reason why the whole process should not one day
be explained in deterministic terms. This illustrates the point that
probability is properly a function of two arguments : ‘‘the probability
of event A” has no meaninginisolation, but ‘“‘the probability of
event A given circumstances B’? may have. The chances of a long
suit at bridge, for instance, depend very much on howwell the cards
were shuffled after the previous hand.

We come now to those manyfields of enquiry where the uncon-
trolled conditions usually contribute so strongly that the aim is not
to formulate elegant “‘laws”’ but merely to account systematically for
as muchas possible ofthe observed variation. Models ofthe economy,
operational research, experiments on animal behaviour, testing of
crops or drugs, industrial experimentation or quality control, and
even the dating of an author’s work by study of changes in his
literary style, all these demandstatistical analysis of one kind or
another. Wereally need the boathere.

Now wehave had a look at the water we can consider some ways
of getting across. In 1734 Daniel Bernoulli noticed that the planes
ofthe planetary orbits were inclined to one anotheronly veryslightly.
He concluded that they had not been oriented at random. Wasthis
logical ? It cannot bejustified deductively of course but it provides an
example of primitive statistical reasoning. Another is the recent
demonstration of the association between smoking and lung cancer.
The idea behind both examplesis, roughly, that if the data would
have been unlikely on a given hypothesis, then the latteris ‘‘rejected”’,
that is we look roundfor a better one.

Such an approach, even when made mathematically precise in a
modern significance test, can reflect inductive thinking only
partially because it does not cater explicitly for rival hypotheses. It
says nothing about the actual genesis of the solar system or about the
nature of the association between smoking and cancer. However,
even this method can be surprisingly penetrating. Sir Ronald
Fisher once showed, in a paper called Has Mendel’s work been

14



re-discovered ? that the results of the classic experimentstallied too well
with expectation. Wishful thinking had been at work.

Different problems arise when we wantto estimate some quantity,
rather than test a hypothesis. One way ofjudging the numberoffish
in a lake, for instance, is to count and mark a catch and then throw
it back again. The proportion of markedfish in the next catch will
provide evidence on the size of the population. A general method in
such cases, if a unique estimate is wanted,is to take the one on which
the data would have the highest probability. This is intuitively
reasonable and, of course, how far such intuition maybetrustedis
one of the questions that mathematical statistics sets out to answer.
Anotheris how to design one’s experimentin thefirst place to yield
the most information.

The ideas mentioned so far were developed mainly in this
country and championed especially by Fisher. But Professor
Hogben said of one exposition of this point of view, ‘‘Liberal
theologians have long since abandoned persuasion at this level.”
The basic Fisherian notion is simply probability. ‘To this Neyman
and Pearson in the thirties added the concepts of ‘‘decision”? and
“‘loss.”” A definite choice was to be made, in the light of the data,
between rival hypotheses or rival estimates; and one had to pro-
vide a numerical measure of the seriousness of various kinds of
imperfect decision. Statistics was to plan the strategy that would
be most prudent in the long run. Inductive reasoning was dis-
carded in favourof ‘‘inductive behaviour.’ This formulation was
hotly debated as purists maintained that it was appropriate for a
theory of practical affairs but not necessarily for the purposes of
scientific enquiry. There is no doubt, however, that it greatly
enlarged the scope of mathematicalstatistics and stimulated recent
more abstract developments.

The ideas of Neyman and Pearson took hold in the U.S.A. and
found ultimate expression in Wald’s theory ofstatistical decision
functions. Wald’s treatment was extremely general, but he was able
to provide a unique solution only by submergingstatistics in Von
Neumann’s theory of games. This ascribed to Nature the will to
outwit the investigator and thus appeared to move onestep further
from the facts of scientific life. Wald did however succeed in nar-
rowing the field, under rather general conditions, to the class of
‘‘Bayes solutions” by showing that any other solution was uniformly
worse than some member of this class. The Bayes solutions were
obtained by grantingto thestatistical hypotheses, or unknownstates
of nature, aformal distribution of probability, an honour otherwise
strictly reserved for the observable outcomes of a controlled experi-
ment.
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Bayes was a Dissenting clergyman who, just two hundred years
ago, conceived of ‘‘probabilities of hypotheses.”’ The notion was
abused, by Laplace of all people, and fell into disrepute. It was
rescued and developed by Sir Harold Jeffreys who seeks to supple-
ment the sterling coin of experimental probability with the note-
issue of degree-of-belief. A mixed currency offers many advantages
to a modern state, but it must be based on universal confidence.
This, in spite of a recent dollar guarantee, the Bayesian denomina-
tion does not at present command.

For those who are curious about mathematical, rather than
doctrinal, matters, the following are recommended : Wald’s On the
Principles of Statistical Inference (Notre Dame Mathematical Lectures
1942), the standard texts of Wilks (1962) and Wald (1950) and, for
the connoisseur, The Proceedings of the Fourth Berkeley Symposium on
Mathematical Statistics and Probability (1961).

The Models Underlying Actuarial

Techniques
By S. Benyamin, Ferranii, Lid.

(Reprinted from On Teaching Mathematics, edited by Bryan Thwaites, Pergamon
Press, 1961, 7s. 6d.)

THE MAIN traditional job of the actuary is that of giving financial
advice on the problemsarising in the business oflife assurance and
pension funds. ‘Today actuaries are found in many walksoflife, and
the basic actuarial techniques are often found modified for use in
other fields. The traditional subjects only are considered here.
A life assurance or pension fund maybelikened to a resevoir. The

inputs are future premiums, andinterest on the fund, and the out-
puts are contractual claims, and withdrawals—thelatter being at
the option of the policyholders.

Whilst the actuary has the duty to keep underreview, and change,
the rates for new contracts he cannot change the premiums under
existing contracts, many of which will continue in force for fifty
years or more.It is also his duty to control the amountoffunds held
to meetthe future liabilities under the policies issued; this control—
of the size of the resevoir—is exercised mainly through investment
policy and bonusdeclarations.

In the question of premium rates, investment and bonushe hasto
satisfy the conflicting requirements of safety and competition,

16



His analysis of these problemsis only possible by use of a com-
paratively simple model which rests on two basic concepts or
variables, viz. the rate of interest 7, and the probability q, of death
within the year of age x. ‘These concepts do not correspond exactly
to the reality of investment and mortality and it is important for
the actuary to realize when his model breaks down.In theory the use
of 2 and g, alone would enable an estimate to be made of the future
income and outgo of the whole office.

Define yp, dx as the probability that a person aged x will die before
attaining age x-+dx, i.e. py is the instaneous force of mortality
corresponding to g, then

e+t

is, = exp—| undr|

is the probability that a person aged x will attain age «+1.

Let

S',dx = total sum assured under lives now aged (x,x-+dx)

P,dx = total annual premium underlives now aged (x,x-+-dx)

Then the net incomein the future interval (¢,-++d?t) will be of the
form

ir pads8, . ett|dt

Numerical results would be unobtainable without simplifying
techniques, the most important of which is the life table. Starting
with an arbitrary radix /, representing a numberoflives at birth,

define

leta = Vala

dy, = 1y—laty

and we obtain two columns J, l,.. .l,,,do,d....d of “‘living’”’ and
‘‘deaths” where w is a suitably high age to end thelife table.

It is now possible to perform a projection, on the samelines as a
population projection, of the future income and outgo of the office.
The calculations can be performed on suitably grouped data for a
typical life office in perhaps five man weeks on desk calculating

machines.
To asses the financial position of the office at a point of time

actuaries use the idea of a ‘“‘discounted” or ‘‘capitalized’’ or

‘*present”’ value.
By definition of the rate of interest 7, an amount | growsto (1-+2)*

after a time ¢; hence in a senseit is possible to say that an amount
(1-+7)-' now is equivalent to an amount | payable at time ¢ in the

future.
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Define v = (1-+7)-1; we say that the presentvalue ofa sequence of
payments A,, t = 0,1,...,n

x

=>v4,

0

By using functions of the type

DD, == v1, |

N, = DitDeiat 2+ otDy

C', —_ yeti.

M, = C,+Cyit.. Cw

the calculations of premium rates, the actuarial valuations of an
office’s liabilities etc., can be performed with resonable ease.
For complicated contracts, numerical integration of continuous
functions is required.

Thelife table is a static model and uses expected values (in the
statistical sense). It is suitable for many problemsof replacement in
industrial processes and is highly suitable for normallife insurance
work, It breaks down whenstatistical variation becomesthe focus of
attention as in somereassurance problems. Continental actuaries are
often engaged in non-life insurance and there, too, the life-table is
not a very useful model.
The ‘* rate of interest” and the ‘‘present value” are also found to

be somewhatlimited concepts whenvariations in investment values
and income are under consideration—unfortunately they usually
are. For instance, the standard actuarial use of the present value
makes the balance sheet funds of an office look weak when the
marketrates ofinterest are high; this is trueifthe office is contracting
but notif it is expanding with new business.
The basic weakness in the conceptofa present valueis thatthereis

an infinite numberofdifferent sequences of payments A; which give
the same present value Xv‘A,; the element of incidence in time is
lost. Actuaries have been awareofthis weakness for a very long time
and have taughttheir students to match the incidenceoftheir assets
with thatoftheir liabilities, but it is only in recentyears that unifying
theories have been attempted and the most basic of basic actuarial
concepts—the rate of interest—is being subjected to renewed and
critical anaylsis.

(©) 1961 Pergamon Press Ltd.
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Lattices
By A, J. T. DAviE

LATTICE THEORY is concerned with inter-relationships between
points and with partial orderings. It has applications in a large
numberoffields including Boolean algebra, quantum theory, and

projective geometry.
A partial ordering on a class S is a binary relation ‘‘>”’ defined on

S such that the following axioms hold:

Pl Forallxe S,x >x (Reflexive)

P2 Ifx>yandy > x, then x = y (Anti-symmetric)

P3 Ifx >yandy > z, then x > z (Transitive)

(An even simpler system, called a weak ordering, occurs when P2 is

suppressed.)

Three examples of partially ordered sets are the following :

(i) S is the class of all subclasses of a class J including the
empty set O and I itself, and we write x > _y when x contains y
(i.e. > is equivalent to 2 as normally used in set theory.

(ii) Sis the class of positive integers and we write x > _y when_y
is a factor ofx.

(iii) S is the set of entries in a genealogical table, and we write
x > y wheneither x and_y are the same person ory is a descendentof

x

Partially ordered sets can be represented diagrammatically on a
Hasse diagram, i.e. a diagram on whichtherelation x > » for x * y 1s
represented by a line or lines descending steadily from x to y. For
examplethe partially orderedset consisting of the factors of 12 can be
represented by figure I below:

Tg



Bounds. An upper bound of a subset T of a partially ordered set S is
an element a of S such that a > t for all tin T. If T has an upper
bound a with the property that every other upper bound ?¢’ satisfies
a >t’, we call a the least upper bound of T (it is clearly unique).
Similarly, we can define lower bounds and greatest lower bounds
As an example,in figure I, the set ofpoints 1,2,3 is a subset with upper
bounds 6 and 12 and least upper bound6.
Weare now in

a

position to define

a

lattice : A lattice is a partially
ordered set such that any two elementspossess a least upper bound
and a greatest lower bound. Examplesarethefirst five structures in
figure II below (whichinfactillustrate all lattices offive elements);
the sixth, however,is not a lattice as b and c have no greatest lower
bound.

DIP ot
The least upper bound of two elements x and y is denoted by

xuy and the greatest lower bound by xny. Thus, in figure I
12 =3u4, 2= 6n4. Note that in this set of factors, xuy is the l.c.m. of
x and y while xny is their h.c.f.

It is easy to verify that the following four laws aresatisfied by
lattices :-

Ll xsnx=x

L2 xny = ynx

£3 (xny)nz = xn(ynz)

[4A xn(xuy) = x

There are a set of dual laws with u replaced by n and vice-versa.
An additional law (below) and its dual give us what is known as a
modularlattice :

LS xu(ynz) = (xuy)nz if z > x

The lattice becomesa distributive lattice when the following andits
dual also hold:

LO xu (yng) = (xuy) A (xuz)
Iwo theorems. It may be shown that a lattice is non-modular

if and only if it contains a sub-lattice with Hasse diagram as
illustrated by figure II, no. 1, and further that a modularlattice
is non-distributive if and only if it contains a sub-lattice with
Hasse diagramsas illustrated by figure II, no.3.
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Complements. If a lattice is finite then the lattice as a whole must

have a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound (written O

and I respectively). Suppose two elements, a and d of sucha lattice

are such that aub = J and anb = O; thenaissaid to be a complement

of 6. Complementsare not necessarily unique. Ifall the elements ofa

lattice have a complement, then thelattice is said to be complemented.

A complemented, modular, distributive lattice is called a Boolean

algebra. It can be shownthat in a Boolean algebra every element has

a unique complement (the complementof x is denoted x’).

Figure III is the Hasse diagram of a Boolean algebra with two

basic elements x and y (z denotes (xuy’)n(x’uy)).

I

 
O

Aninteresting feature of this Hasse diagram is that it can be shown

thatit obeysall the lawsofordinarylogical analysis oftwo statements

x and y when x’ and 9’ are given the interpretations ‘‘not x” and

“not y”, xuy the interpretation ‘‘x or y” and xny the interpretation

‘““~ and _y”. We thenfind that J is a tautology and O an absurdity.

More complicated diagrams can be used to represent situations

involving more than two statements.

Brrxorr, G., Lattice Theory, American Mathematical Society, New York, 1948.

Hermes, Einfiihrung in die Verbandstheorie, Springer, Berlin, 1955.

Lucas Functions
By J. C. Amson

LEONARDODI PISA, called Fibonacci, gave his nameto theseries

0112 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144

at the beginning of the thirteenth century. This is a particularly

simple recurrent series, whose recurrencerelation1sjae. = faleas

wheref;,, is the nth ‘‘fibonacci term,” n = 0, 1, 2,..., and the initial
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STnt1 Tnconditions aref, = 0, f, = 1. Since Ff = 1 + F, the limit ofthe
ratio of consecutive fibonacci termsis the larger root ofthe quadratic
equation « = 1+x71, Thevalueofthis root is y = 4(14+ V5) and it
has number-theoretic and geometric properties which so impressed
its Hellenic discoverers that they are said to have caused it to be
monumentally incised and gilded, thus giving it its appellation
‘‘golden”’ by which it had been knownbeforeits connection with the
fibonacci series was noted.

Whilst the fibonacci series leads analytically to the golden
number, the golden number, conversely generates the fibonacci
series algebraically. A simple inspection of powers of y, and an
inductive proof, shows that Y” =fn-1thnys v" =Sfn-ithnys

 

where y = —1/y is the quadratic conjugate of y, and hencethat

f —_— y" ~Y"

Y—Y
This expression can be deduced directly of course from the

recurrencerelation itselfand theinitial conditions, whentherelation
is regarded as a linear difference equation, written using the
symbolic operator E:

Pollnt 2+PUntit+polln = (PoE?+p,E+p,)u, = 0 with a solution
Uy = Aa"+Bb", where a and b arethe roots ofthe auxiliary equation
Pox*?+pyx+p. = 0, and A and B are arbitrary constants.
We mayclearly generalise these comments and consider the

relationships between the terms of a general recurrent series, the
limit of the ratio of consecutive terms, and the roots ofthe auxiliary
equation formed from the terms’ recurrence relation. For suppose
we have any second orderrecurrentseries with a recurrence relation
Unty = Pu,—Quy_, and initial conditions Uy = 0, uy = U. Then

Unt+4

 

lim
n—>co Un

the series is given by the following solution of the difference
equation, u, = U (w"—w")/(w—a)

is one of the roots w, @ of the equation x = P—Qx, and

This formula for the terms of the series (with U= 1), and a
companion function v, = w"-@" have been the subject of a
numberofinvestigations since Edouard Lucasfirst drew attention to
them nearly a century ago. Ifwe parody a familiar notation, with no
disrespect to Lucas himself since U, and v, are well established as
‘‘Lucas’s functions”, we can write luc n and coluc n for ZU, and du,
respectively. The expressiveness of this new label comparedwith the
unimaginative ‘u,, v,’ will soon be apparent. In fact we can do more
than merely relabel the lucas functions, we can allow them to be not
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functions with only an integer argument n, but functions with a

complex argument Z.
Let x2 = Px—Qbe a quadratic equation whosecoefficients P and

Qwill usually be integers, occasionally co-primeintegers, butrarely

other real numbers. The two roots of the equation are w and w;

wto=P, wo =Q. Let A? = P?—4Q= (w—w)? be the dis-

criminant of the equation. Then weshall define .
w* __ w* w* —- Ww”

luc z = —~——_-,, coluc z = 7
2A

z a complex number, and refer subsequently to these as the (modi-

fied) lucas functions.

Wesee that coluc z+A luc z = w?
coluc z—w luc z = w?

and Q? luc(—z) = —lucz
Q* coluc(—z) = coluc z

 

and luc 0 = 0, coluc 0 = |.

Furthermore, each of the following sample of identities is easily

verified :
luc 2z = 2 luc z coluc z
luc (z,+2,) = luc z, coluc z,+coluc zluc 2,
Q? luc (z,—Z._) = luc z, coluc z,—coluc 2%luc Z,»
coluc (z,-+Zs) = coluc z, coluc z,+ A?luc z, luc 2,»
Q* coluc (z;—Z,) = coluc z, coluc z,—A?luc 2, luc Z,

coluc 2z-+ A*luc?z = coluc 2z
coluc 2z— A*luc?z = Q?
(coluc z+Aluc z)” = coluc nz+Aluc nz

Comparison of these lucas function identities with those derived

from the circular functions defined by Euler’s formulae

° 1 ; ,
° .

sin z= 9; (e**—e~*), cos Z = 4(e#*+e-%),

or those from the hyperbolic functions defines similarly by

sinh z = #(e?7—e~*), == cosh z = $(e?+7%),

reveals the analogy, first noted by Lucas, between his functions

Uns Un» and the more familiar circular and hyperbolic ones. The

analogy is howeverricher than Lucas suspected as we shall see as we

look at it in more detail.
Supposefirst that we have A? < 0, then w = re®, w = re~®,for

some real r and @ such that 7? = Q, tan 6 = (4Q—P’) /P, and we

see that here.
ur? :

luc z = A sinOz, coluc z = 7* cos@z;
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andas is readily verified, both these lucas functions thensatisfy the
second order linear differential equation:

[D?—2InrD+ (6?-+In?r)]A = 0.

Alternatively as we shall confirm in the case A? > 0 later on, we
might use this last fact to define the lucas functions, and then, for
example, in a network or vibration theory context we could speak of
these lucas functions as the class of all solutions for the un-forced
harmonic oscillator (whether damped, dead-beat, critically damped,
or unstable) in the same wayaswerefer to the circular functions in
the simple harmonic motion situation. Moreoverin the special case
r = 1, the differential equation reduces to [D?+6?]A = 0 and the
lucas functions becomeperiodic functions with a real period-++27/6;
and when wealso have @ = | then luc z = (sin z)/2 sin 1, coluc z =
cos z. Hence for A? < 0 the lucasfunctions represent a wide class of
oscillatory functions which includethe circular functionsas a special
case.
When A? = 0 we have w = w = #P, and then

ee dimOO _ ee
dwhog W— (w—h)

If, as Lucas did, we require (P,Q) = 1, then for P? = 4Qwe have
P=+2,Q=1. When P= 2,Q=1,lucz = 3z but colucz = 1
identically.

In the third alternative A? > 0, both roots w = a, w = b, are real
and different. If in the case A? < 0 the lucas functions could be
described as generalised circular functions, in this present case they
may be described as generalised hyperbolic functions. For both luc z
and coluc z satisfy the differential equation:

[D?— (In ab) D-+-Ina. Inb] A = 0,

and in the special case ab = 1 = Q, Ina =—Inb, the equation
becomes [D*?—In2a] A = 0; and if now in particular In?a= 1 (i.e.
a =e, b =e! ) A is of course by definition a hyperbolic function.
Thus in general luc z and coluc z satisfy the differential equation

[D?—(Inw@)D+Inw. In@)]A = 0 which becomes one or other of
the forms discussed above when A? < 0 or A? > 0; anditis in the
sense that special cases of this differential equation are satisfied by
the circular or the hyperbolic functions, that we can say the lucas
functions include these familiar ones as particular examples.
Having concerned ourselves with the general lucus functions of

complex argument, we have come a long way from the fibonacci
series and the golden mean, and have tended to lose sight of the
extraordinarily rich properties of the original lucas functions up, vp,
with their integer arguments. As Lucas remarked in his own
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introduction, they have connexions with the “... theory of deter-

minants, combinations, continued fractions, divisibility, quadratic

divisors, continued radicals, circle dividing, indeterminate analysis

of second degree, quadratic residues, factorisation of large numbers

into primes, ..., symmetric functions of the roots of a rational

algebraic equation of arbitrary degree, and their relations to the

theory of elliptic and abelian functions.

.

. :

Ifby showing that the lucas functions over the complex field have

yet more properties to add to thislist, we have attracted attention to

a possible mine of new results, it might well happen that Lucas’s

name as a ‘‘Special Functionist”’ will join those of Bessel, Mathieu,

Legendre,....

Lucas E., ‘‘Théorie des fonctions numérique simplement périodiques,”’ Amer.

J. of Maths., 1 (1878) pp. 184-240 & 289-321.
Leumer, D. H., Annals of Maths (2) 31 (1930), 419-448.

Dickson, History of Number Theory, 1, ch. XVil.

Harpy & Wricut, Theory of Numbers, (3rd ed.), pp. 148-150 & 223-225.

Mathematical Association

President : J. B. Morcan, M.A.

The Mathematical Association, which was founded in 1871 as the

Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching aims notonly at

the promotion of its original object but at bringing within its

purview all branches of elementary mathematics.

The subscription to the Association is 21s, per annum: to en-

courage students and those who have recently completed their

training the rules of the Association provide for junior membership

for two years at an annualsubscription of 10s. 6d. Full particulars

can be had from The Mathematical Association, Gordon House,

Gordon Square, London, W.C.1.

The Mathematical Gazette is the journal of the Association. It is

published four times a year and deals with mathematical topics of

general interest.
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Book Reviews

Mathematical Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics. By G. T. KNEEBONE.
(Van Nostrand Co. Ltd.) 65s.

This book has an unusual, but nevertheless welcome intention, which is

excellently described by the authorin his prefaceas follows, ‘“The studentis thus
meant to use this book very much as a perceptive traveller, journeying abroad,
uses his Baedeker.’”? That is to say, it is not the author’s intention to develop
fully any branch or system of logic, but rather to cover the basic groundwork
of the subject and then to outline further developments.
The bookis divided in three parts, of which thefirst is devoted to the more or

less fundamentalresults of Aristotelian logic, the propositional calculus, and the
restricted calculus of predicates (including valuable discussions of Gédel’s
Completeness Theorem, Léwenheim’s Theorem, and the Deduction Theorem,

together with summariesof their proofs). This part concludes with a treatmentof
such topics as the . and e symbols, the theory of types, and the extended calculus
of predicates. The second partis far less self-contained than thefirst, for while

appeal to arguments in other treatises is occasionally made in the first part, in
part two references are continually madeto original works (notably Hilbert and

- Bernays’ Grundlagen der Mathematik). Nevertheless as a guide bookto the proposed

logical systems it is extremely good, andcertainly covers all the major people and

places of interest. Very fair summaries of the standpoints of Peano, Russell,
Frege, Hilbert and Brouwer are included, although the treatment of Gédel’s

incompleteness theorems andofthe theory of sets seems rather inadequate. Part

three is devoted to the philosophy of mathematics, but here the book is not

merely inadequate, but misleading. Far too much importance is attached to

Whitehead, whereas Kant is summarized until his ideas cease to make sense.

However, the book is in the main admirable; the notes at the end of each

chapter help to fill in detail and suggest further reading, and the indexes are a

model for all mathematical authors. In short, this book will be invaluable to

those wishing to know what mathematical logic is about. P,. M. LEE.

A Course ofModern Analysis. By E. T. Wu1tTaker and G. N. Watson. (Cambridge
University Press.) Fourth Edition. 27s. 6d.

Thefirst edition of this book appeared in 1902 andsince then there have been

three more editions and a large numberofreprints. This in itself is sufficient

evidence that it is one of the classics which should be on every mathematician’s

bookshelf. However one should question whetherit is not now,after fifty years,
a book which has been superseded.

There are two parts within the book, entitled ‘“The Processes of Analysis’

and ‘“The Transcendental Functions.” The first part serves as a thorough and

rigorous introduction, rather in the vein of Hardy’s Pure Mathematics, to the

second, which contains a mass ofdetail defining, and describing the properties of,

the various functions. But these functions are now ofinterest to few besides the

applied mathematician and for him it is necessary to have primarily an efficient

reference book and only secondly a logically developed instructional textbook.

Thus it seems that this book is now to be read after, rather than before, dinner;

as such, and atthis price, it is thoroughly recommended. R. W. Bray.

More Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions From Scientific American. By MARTIN
Garpn_er. (G. Bell & Sons, Ltd.) 20s.

Those who are interested in the lighter side of mathematics are almost

certain to know and enjoy Martin Gardner’s monthly articles in Scientific

American. This is Mr. Gardner’s second book of selections from this source, and

besidesthe original articles, many chapters have been extended with information

that has cometo light since they were first published. This includes a numberof

letters from readers, some of which are very amusing.
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The range of subjects discussed is very wide, as is the range of interest; some
of the problems presented are quite trivial, some are very deep. Thereis a very
interesting chapter describing a piece of fundamental research done by four
“Important Members” of T.M.S., yet there are chapters on rather marginal
topics such as the art of paper folding. On the wholethis is a book worth reading,
both for mathematicians, and for those whoarejust interested, providing they
have the time to waste answeringall the problems. C. D. RopGERs.

Topological Spaces. By CLAUDE BERGE. (Oliver and Boyd.) 50s.

In the best possible sense, this is the slick way to write up point-set topology:
in Chapter II for example, we are introduced to multivalued mappings, and in
Chapter I, among other things, we have the definitions and notations of the
theory of families of sets. In the second paragraph on page six, in the space of
perhaps a dozen lines, five different relationships between families of sets are
defined, and five different symbols introduced.
Thus there are obvious disadvantagesto the book,as a first introduction to the

subject : muchof the preliminary material is necessarily very condensed, and the
readeris liable to miss the point of muchof it. On the other hand,this will be a
superb reference volume, for the mathematician whois a little more familiar
with general topology. Most of the contents are fairly standard, so that the way
is clear to appreciate the organization of the material. The various forms of the
axiom of choice, together with the usual circular argument to prove their
equivalence, and a brief note on the ordinals, occur early in the book; later
topics include convexity and convex functions, and vector spaces and the Hahn-
Banach theorem. A diagram reproduced onthe front cover suggests that there
is also room, in modern mathematics, for some of the subject matter of elementary
geometry.
The publishers have, in their own words, succeeded in ‘‘preserving thespirit

of the French edition’’—whichis not indeed so very far removed from that of the
Oliver and Boydseries: the present volumeis a very creditable addition to the
list. R. E. Harte.

Russian reader in Pure and Applied Mathematics. By P. H. Nipprrcn. (Oliver and
Boyd Ltd.) 10s. 6d.

A book which purports to teach something, or which is intended at least to
assist one in learning, can be evaluated either by asking an expert, who can
consider the appropriateness of the contents, and compareit with its competitors,
but may notperceive the difficulties which the user will encounter, or by letting
a student use it and observe its effect on him. The present reviewer has effec-
tively played the part of the student needed for the second method. As to those
questions which oughtto be answered by an expert, it must suffice to remark that
this is the only reader available aimed at the mathematician rather than the
scientist.
How then does it appear to the student of the language for mathematical

purposes? There is one definite disadvantage—the absence of stress-marks,
presumably on grounds of cost. The notes are not always helpful and more
familiarity with the grammarthanthe preface suggests would in fact be desirable;
there are also some unexplained suffices in the text which one eventually
guesses refer to word order. Except for these points, however, the book seemsto
the reviewer to be very good. The passages (one hundred of them) are from
Russian mathematical books, and are often quite interesting in themselves.
They range over many fields; for example, kinetic theory of gases, number
theory, and algebraic topology. The translations are word for word, and are
interlinear, so that there is never any difficulty in deciding which English word
corresponds to a particular Russian word.
There is, of course, one obvious test which can be applied. After working

throughhalf the book, I found that I needed to refer to a Russian paper. While
it would be an exaggerationto say that I readit easily and fluently, I did manage
to make a considerable amountof sense out of it, and therefore I feel justified in
recommending the book to anyone who wishesto learn to read Russian mathe-
maticalliterature. R. M. Loynes.
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The Structure ofField Space. By D. G. B. EDELEN. (Cambridge University Press for
Melbourne University Press.) 84s.

The aim of the book is indicated by its sub-title: ‘‘An axiomatic formulation
of field physics.”’ There are two Parts. Thefirst is taken up with the development
of generalized field equations in what hecalls ‘‘field spaces’—namely: non-
metrical, affinely-connected, torsion-free, Hausdorffspaces in which a Lagrangian
function is everywhere defined andits integral stationary under variation of the
field-parameters. In Part II the resulting formalism—which,he claimsjustifiably,
embraces all possible unquantized field theories which can be given Lagrangian
form—is particularized by ‘‘constitutive assumptions”’ (e.g. specification of the
Lagrangian) to yield the variousclassical theories (Einstein, Maxwell, etc.) from
a common standpoint—namely: that the field quantities such as curvature
characterize the geometry of his abstract ‘‘field space,”’ not (as has often been
tried in ‘‘unified field theories’’) of ‘‘physical space.”
One would need patience and moderate familiarity with classical field theory

as treated more conventionally, to bear with the apparent abstractness and
occasionally tedious repetitiveness which are inseparable adjuncts to his aim of
extreme deductive rigour combined with maximum generality—an intention
which is on the whole beautifully carried through, although there are some
questionable moves, e.g. his a priori rejection of spaces with torsion, the ‘‘proof”’
that the cosmological constant cannot vanish, and his tie-up between vector
mesons and continuous creation! (one shouldn’t conclude from this that the
bookis the work of a crank—it is not; these are just interesting side-eddies from
the main stream of the argument.)
The book sports (about) nine misprints; an index whichis skilful but redun-

dant; a difficult 26-page Appendix which has singularly little connection with
the main text; and a 14-page bibliography comprisinga stimulatingselection of
references. M. Sr. CG. OAKEs.

A First Course in Mathematical Analysis. By J. C. Burxitt (Cambridge University
Press.) 22s. 6d.

This book presents a simplified account of that part of mathematical analysis
commonto every first university course. Dr Burkill assumes the reader knows
the positive integers and proceeds to broaden the concept of number.In sections
two, three and four he deals with real numbers only and introduces the concepts
of function and limit. Sequences and continuous functions are discussed in the
first two of these chapters and then the differential calculus is introduced. This
is followed by a section of infinite series, which omits any discussion of the
convergence of Xa,, a, > 0 when a,41/a, 1. After introducing the exponential,
trigonometric and other special functions he gives an account of the integral
calculus. The last part of the book extends the previous work to functions of
several variables.
The student who wants a clear, concise picture of the subject without delving

too deeply into it is recommendedto this book. In each section there are plenty
of interesting and instructive problems, with hints or solutions to the harder
examples. L. Topp.

On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia Mathematica and Related Systems.
By Kurt GOpEL. (Oliver & Boyd Ltd.) 12s. 6d.

When Kurt Gédel, in 1931, published his proof of the astonishing theorem
that, in certain systems (of which the simple arithmetic of whole numbersis one)
there are propositions which are undecidable (i.e. neither provable nor dis-
provable), a considerable stir was created amongst pure mathematicians. ‘The
book underreview gives a translation of Gédel’s paper and an extremely useful
introduction to it by Prof. R. B. Braithwaite. Briefly, Gddel develops a logical
system—the formal system P—based on Peano’s axiomsfor natural numbers, and
the laws needed for logical symbol manipulation. By means of this system, he
provesa series of propositions of which, probably, Propositions VI and XI are
the most important. Proposition VI is the one which gives an example of an
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undecidable proposition and XI gives another remarkable result; that the
consistency of ‘“System P” is unprovable. A book well worth the effort of
reading. A. J. T. Davie.

Studies in Modern Analysis. Edited by R. C. Bucx. (M. A. A. Studies in Mathe-
matics Volume 1; Prentice Hall.) 32s.

This book contains four expository essays by four expert analysts. E. J.
McShanedescribes a generalized limit theory using the directed set approach.
Stone’s generalization of the Weierstrass theorem on approximation of con-
tinuous functions by polynomials is the subject of an article by M. H. Stone
himself. He outlines some of the recent diverse developments of this famous
theorem. E. R. Lorch sketches proofs of the spectral theorem for compact,
bounded and unboundedself-adjoint operators in Hilbert space. For missing
details Lorch’s recent book entitled Spectral Theory may be consulted. Finally some
of the preliminary machinery required in the study of Functional Analysis is
described by Casper Goffmanin an article notable for some interesting applica-
tions of fixed point theoremsin metric space.
As the editor says in the introduction, the writers succeed in conveying some

of the attitudes that are characteristic of modern mathematicians. Although
these essays are brief the proofs are sketched remarkably fully. Since the topics
chosen are of fundamental importancein analysis the book will be of the greatest
value to anyoneinterested in research into this field. T. T. West.

Studies in Modern Algebra. Edited by A. A. ALBERT. (M.A.A. Studies in Mathe-
matics Volume 2; Prentice-Hall.) 32s.

Ofthesix essays in this volume, four are devoted to non-associative algebra:
R. H. Bruck on Whatis a Loop ?, Charles W. Curtis on The Four and Eight Square
Problems and Division Algebras, Erwin Kleinfeld on A Characterisation of the Cayley
Numbers, and Jordan Algebras, by Lowell J. Paige. Thefirst two articles are mainly
devoted to associative theory, and are in fact by the same author (Saunders
MacLane) and with approximately the same title—Recent Advances in Algebra—
but written twenty years apart. Here is something of a collectors piece: a first-
hand accountof the revolution that has taken place in this field over the last
twenty odd years, as the reader can immediately verify by comparing the
conclusions of both essays. The volumeas a wholeis perhapsbiased in favour of
non-associative theory; but the material is well presented and the whole highly
readable. R. E. H.

Algebra—A Modern Approach, Vol. 1. By Max Peters and WiiuiaM L. ScHaar.
(Van Nostrand Co. Ltd.) 38s.

Myfirst reaction to this book was one of surprise that so much could be
written about such an apparently elementary subject. Yet it is not easy to put
over the fundamentals of arithmetic and algebra. Moreoversince the subject
matter is based on that advocated by the School Mathematics Study Group,
many moreabstractideas are included, and in a most pleasing way too, achieved
mainly by the free use of examples. This is a good general feature of the book,
as is the good layout andthefinal polish added by the interesting historical
introductions to each topic. A. M. J. Davis.

Probability Theory. By M. Lorve. (Van Nostrand Co. Ltd.) Third Edition. 115s.

This is a new edition, differing only in very minorrespects from the previous
(second) edition, of a book which has established itself as a guide to and
presentation of the main branches of probability theory. It is by no means an
easy book (as the reviewer knowsto his cost), and, rather disappointingly, the
more obscure passages have not been made any more comprehensible in the
new edition; but anyone whois prepared to work hard in reading it will find
his effort rewarded by a thorough knowledge of many branches of the theory
of probability which would otherwise be very difficult to obtain. P.M. Lek.
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Problems Drive Solutions
The average marks (out of ten) obtained by the 13 pairs competing are given

in brackets.

A. (0:77) 60 & 65 years.

B. (+ ) (a) 200 (10 waysfor the triangles times 20 for squares)

(b) 24 (4x6)

C. (2°77) (a) 6!/78

(b) 2!x 7!/78

D. (3:85) There are four, as illustrated below.

DOO B
E. (1-38)

F, (0°77) 4/9 ohm.

G. (0 ) v? > rg (condition that it does not gain any mo-
mentum in toppling over the edge)

H. (7-00) x= 8, y= 2

J. (6-38) 32943/139 = 237

K. (6°54) (i) C, (ai) A, (iii) in two ways; B, D.

L. (4:54) (i) 36, 42 (sumsof pairs of consecutive primes)

(11) 144000, 518400 ((n!)?)

(iii) 13, 8 (sums of digits of powers of two)

(iv) 43, 85 (each term is the sum ofthe last and twice
the last but one)
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A First Course in

Mathematical Analysis
J. Cc. BURKILL

A clear, logical and straightforward course, based on the
idea of a limit, written for students reading mathematics or
physics who already have a working knowledge of the
calculus.: Many examples are provided, with hints for their

~ solution.. ies, 22s. 6d. net

Complex. Variable Theory and
Transform Calculus
N. W. McLACHLAN

A treatment of the theory of functions of a complex variable
and oftransform calculus, intended for engineers and others
whoneedto use these methodsin solving practical problems.
A third of the anid deals with technical applications.

Students’ edition, 17s. 6d. net

Palace in Mathematics
E. A. MAXWELL

Students of mathematics will discover a lot more about
their subject by following, with Dr. Maxwell, some mistaken
ideas to their absurd conclusions. ‘A charming and lively
book’ Eureka. Cambridge Paperback,6s. 6d. net

Mathematical Optimization

Techniques
EDITED BY RICHARD BELLMAN

The proceedings of a symposium on the methods and
applications of mathematical optimization techniques, with
particular reference to their use in determiningtrajectories
of manned and unmanned flights, in communication and
decision making and in automation and control.

University of California Press, 68s. net
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etrsthe IGIBI
A nomad tribe? A South American
gquadruped that hasn’t been discov-
ered yet? No, the Igibi is one of the
forerunners of District Bank, for it
was a private bank in Ancient Babylon
making loans and receiving deposits
at interest as long ago as 575 B.C.
What sort of service those far-off

customers got we’ll never know. But
one thing is certain. It could hardly
have been more friendly and more

personal than the service you get from
us at District Bank, In just this one
respect we are old fashioned—welike
to cling to the old tradition which
says a bank manager should try to
know his customers personally and
treat them as friends. You'll be sur-
prised what a difference this can make
to your financial life. Why not drop
in at your nearest branch and make
our acquaintance ?

DISTRICT BANK
LIMITED
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